The Beau __ is a French term for the upper class
Another term for a Gentleman's gentleman
In movies, the __ is most often seen answering the door
The groom is the servant who looks after the __
If the estate is large enough it would need a grounds and game __
The uniform worn by the servants of a household is called __
From March to June is a time of many balls and parties called the __
A lady's maid is sometimes called by this name
The bedrooms are cleaned and straightened by a __ maid
The widow of a lord is called a __
When people visit a house they are taken to the ___ room
Male servants are called __
A __ is a young lady who brings a lot of money to a marriage
Watch what you say or do, proper ___ are very important
Lords and ladies are members of the __
The person who manages the estate and finances of a nobleman
A __ is married to an Earl
If an estate is __ it cannot be sold by those who inherit it
A Duke is the highest ranking __ under a king or prince
A __ ranks above a baron, but below an earl
A young lady can't go out alone, she must always have a __ with her
Two weeks is a __, one week is a sennight
The nurse or __ took care of and educated the children of the house
A __ cleans the house
Another term for someone of the nobility or ruling class
The top ranking female servant in a household
The wife of a marquis is called a __
The girl who washed the dishes is called __
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